
Introduction to 

The Angel Business Club



Our Inspiration
We believe in challenging the status quo of business 
investment by thinking differently and finding new 
ways to offer better opportunities



Your choice – the current traditional way…
Passive investors (mind your own…) • Behind closed doors and no transparency
One-way information • no interaction or insights • Poor returns • Hidden agendas

No Choice • Unethical • No Community • No understanding of Human Capital



Your choice – a new and truly unique way…
Active investment management • Full transparency • Interaction & Communication 
• High returns • Ethical standards • Support and education • Choice • Access to 
opportunities once reserved for the few • Make an Income • be part of a Community



By the use of digital media we can create an integrated international 
community of business angels to marry human and financial capital and 
deliver accelerated growth to outstanding companies. 

The Magic



The Result
Ultimately delivering profit to our members



The Magic
By using digital media, we can harness a 
network of business angels to marry both 
human and financial capital, and deliver 
accelerated growth in outstanding 
companiesWelcome to Europe’s largest

community of business angels



Bringing together human 
and financial capital



Creating a unique financial ECO-system to meet 
the needs and demands of Businesses and a new 

generation of Investors.



To create the worlds leading investment network that will change 
how investors – from all walks of life – engage in, and manage interests 

in, unique and exciting businesses world wide.

Our Vision



…to create a financial ECO-system that resonates with both investors and businesses

…to facilitate a platform designed to drive accelerated and sustainable business growth while 
managing an ongoing conversation between Investors and company management

…to build and nurture a global network of business angel communities

…to harness financial and human capital and matching it with extraordinary ideas, brands and 
businesses

….to provide sustainable revenue and profit for our members through participation in building their 
own network and through the Clubs investments

…to open up new ways for companies to fund and accelerate growth by offering access to financial 
as well as human capital

Our Mission



Active Engagement

By active engagement in our investments we aim to create 
long term value growth while capturing and offering short 
term investment opportunities to deliver short term profits.

Managing a careful balance to minimize risks by constantly 
evaluating factors that affects our investments, be it 
industry developments and/or macro events such as Brexit, 
new legislations or other.

Risk management

Key Ingredient



Business Social

Dating

HobbyFinancial?

Charity

Education

A new Financial Network



Stock Exchange

Our Eco-System

High NetWorth 
Individual

Sophisticated 
Investor

Everyday 
Investor



“Only buy something that 
you’d be perfectly happy to 
hold if the market shut down 
for 10 years.” 
In other words, Buffett believes in long term investing. He sees market fluctuations as 
opportunities and he has made billions by purchasing stocks of strong companies that 
everyone else was selling out of fear and holding them for a long time.

Warren Buffet | Berkshire Hathaway



The Unique Angel Business Club
As ever we find ourselves in a unique situation when trying to understand short and long term 
investment strategies as they relate to the Club and Public Markets and Private equity….

Strategically the Club adopts a Private Equity style approach with a Capital Market focus to 
generate profit and liquidity …

POTENTIAL HIGH GROWTH PRIVATE COMPANIES HAVE THREE HORIZONS
1. Operating in their core market
2. Emerging Product enhancements – improvements
3. Future growth strategies 

The third is the hardest—even though it often has the biggest impact on long-term value creation. 
Private-equity firms more actively explore this third horizon and are diligent about identifying and 
making tactical bets against it.

ABCSCHOOL OCTOBER 2016



Portfolio Value is Key – we are a Savings Club

In total in 2016 we delivered circa €6,874,718 (Allocated + Investment + 
Surplus) of treasury shares at strike price value as of 31st December 2016 
- an excess of €2,584,081 against Capital contributed giving a greater 
than 50%* return in the year against capital

Our aim is to deliver 20%+
*Based on internal valuations. 
Your individual Portfolio values will differ depending on the Companies you have 

PORTFOLIO VALUE 
You can now view the value of your share entitlement portfolio under Equity 
Entitlements;

1. Trading Value (value calculated on present internal/external trading value)
2. Purchase Value (value calculated on value when bought or at time of 
allocation) and
3. Strike Price (value based on price per entitlement given by the club)



Thank you!




